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2. 
The Problem. 
This thesis concerns a historical study of the 
objectives of physical education. The approach and 
promotion of the physical education program should be 
governed by definite objectives, procedure, means and 
devices for obtaining these objectives, tests and checks 
for progress of improvement and incentives to promote 
activity during leisure hours. 
The history of any subject may be taken as a 
means of measuring progress. Since all human institutions 
and agencies as they exist to-day represent only the 
lat.eet stage in a long process of growth and development, 
·each is beet understood when we turn back to the past 
and retrace the significant steps in its evolution to 
present forms. Such a study of beginnings yields many a 
useful clue to what would otherwise defy analysis. It 
gives perspective in assigning values to new solutions, 
and it enables one to start where others left off, 
profiting by their successes and avoiding their mistakes. 
3. 
Physical Education in Ancient Times. 
In studying the history of any activity, one must 
first establish the reas&ns for its exietance. It is there-
fore necessary to know something of the people and the 
physical geography of the country. Mountains, isolating 
neighboring communities and shutting out conquering races 
foster the spirit of local patriotism and preserve freedom. 
Physical perfection is one characteristic that is necessary 
for the self preservation of any peoples; it is the only 
feature in primitive life that is comparable or superior 
to that of civilized man. 
Greece is a mountainous and a maritime country. 
Mountain walls fence it off into a great number of isolated 
districts, and this is one rea.son why the Greeks formed 
eo many small independent states and never could be brought 
to feel or act as a single nation. A majority of the Greeks 
were mountaineers. In the mountains a man could make a 
living for h&mself and his family by hunting, keeping stock, 
and tilling a small patch of soil, without the aid or 
cooperation of neighbors or with little need of government. 
He was therefore free; and the kind of life he lived made 
him strong and brave. Such men, when fighting for their 
freedom, were almost unconquerable. This was the character 
4. 
which the Greeks developed in their mountains. 
Another controlling feature of the country was its 
open-ness to the sea through the execllent gllfs and harbors. 
Few spots are more than forty miles from the sea. From 
almost any point in the peninsula, the Greek, even, with 
his slow way of traveling, could reach the sea in a single 
day. Hence its people were early tempted to a sea-faring 
life. The stony soil could not support a dense population; 
and the vast mountains on the north kept the Greeks from 
pushing out into Central Europe. All these features of 
their situation combined to make them a commercial and 
colonizing folk. Most important of all was the effect of 
these physical surroundings on the mind. The poor soil 
compelled the Greeks to form economical habits of life, 
eo that moderation controlled their thought as well as 
their action. They became the best-balanced people the world 
has known. The mild climate and gentle changes of season 
rendered them happy. The bracing air stimulated clear 
thinking. The beauty of Grecian scenery inspired many of 
the most striking passages of the Greek poets. Finally the 
diversity of climate, soil, and products combined to create 
a nation famous for its men of genius in liteTature, 
science, art, and statesmanship. Physical education held a 
more important place among them than in any society since · 
that time. 
5. 
The geaat epics, the Iliad and Odyssey, Baid to have 
been written by the blind bard Homer, give a supposedly 
accurate account of the life of this period. Hospitality, 
love of kindred, freedom of women, and the gentle manners 
of home and of social life were the admirable features of 
an age whose darker side appears in time of war. For then 
men sacked and burned cities, killed the warriors whom they 
captured, and enslaved women and children. Piracy was 
respectable; the weak and homeless had no protection. The 
religion of the Greeks had its origin in this period. The 
twelve deities formed the Olympic Uouncil and resided on 
top of snow-cap~ed Olympus. These deities guided the 
Homeric individual and political groups. The gods had all 
the faul ts and passions of humans, but they were immortal 
and endowed with miraculous powers. In theit honor temples 
were erected and festivals were celebrated. 
The Odyssey reveals the prominent place which athletic 
sports held in Homeric society. It is a story of the 
adventure of Odysseus in his wanderings from Troy to his 
home in Ithaca. During his wanderings Odysseus comes to the 
land of the Phaeacians who entertain him with feasting and 
minstrely. After the banquet the king Alcinous says, " Let 
us go forth anon, and make trial of divers games, that the 
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stranger may tell his friends, when home he returneth, 
how greatly we excel all men in boxing, a.nd wrestling, 
1 
and leaping, and speed of foot." 
11 Now when they have all had their pleasure in the 
games, Laodamas, son of Alcinous, spake among them: ' Come, 
my friends, let us ask the stranger whether he is skilled 
or practised in any sport.• Euryalis answered,' Laodamas 
verily thou hast spoken this word in season. Go now thyself 
and challenge him, and declare thyself." 
Odysseus did no·t wish to accept the challenge, but on 
being chided by one of the boldest, picked up a weight much 
heavier than those that were being thrown, and cast it far 
beyond the farthest mark, and then challenged them to boxing, 
2 
wrestling or a foot race, 11 for I am no weakling in sport." 
No one accepted the challenge. " St~anger, for as 
much as these thy words e~e not ill-spoken in our gathering, 
but thou wouldst fain show forth the valour which keeps thee 
company, being angry that yonder man stood by thee in the 
lists, and taunted thee, now, mark my speed. We are no 
perfect boxers, nor wrestlers, but speedy runners, and the 
best of seamen; and dear to us is the banquet, and the harp, 
1. Odyssey---Book 8 Page 124. 
2. Odyssey---Book 8 Page 128. 
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and the dance, and changes of rainment, and the warm bath, 
and love,e.nd sleep. Lo, now arise, ye dancers of the 
Phaeacians,the beet in the land, and make sport, that eo 
the stranger may tell his friends, when he returneth home, 
how far we surpass all men besides in seamanship, and speed 
1 
of foot, and in the dance and song." From this evidence 
it appears that all types of games and impromptu contests 
were held without special training, and that dancing was 
cultivated and enjoyed. 
The two leading races of Greece were the Ionians and 
the Dorians, and they stand to each other in a strong 
contrast of character which largely affected political 
history of the Greeks. The Dorian was distinguished by 
severity, bluntness, simplicity of life and oligarchic 
tendency in politics; the Ionian was marked by vivacity, 
excitability, refinement, love of change, taste in arts, 
commercail enterprise, attachment to democracy, and at all 
periods .of hie career, loved enjoyment, novelty and enterprise. 
The Spartan citizens were trained as soldiers in 
order to maintain supremacy over the subject population. It 
was necessary for safety that the small body of men, 
surrounded by enemies in their own land, should be ready at 
all points, against every attempt at opposition or .rebellion 
and against the outside world as well. As every man had to be 
1. Odyssey---Book 8 Pages 128-129. 
a. 
a soldier, and the citizen existed only for the state, the 
state took Spartan citizens in hand at his birth, and 
regulated him almost from the cradle to the grave. 
Children at Sparta were regarded as belonging to the 
state. Every male infant was brought before the Council 
of Elders, and if it did not seem likely to become a robust 
and useful citizen, was exposed in a mountain glen; but if 
they judged the boy strong and healthy, they allowed him 
to live. The Spartan boy was left in the charge of his 
mother until the age of seven, when his education and 
training were committed to the charge of public officers, 
called boy-trainers. The aim of the entire course was to 
make a nation of soldiers who should despise toil and 
danger and prefer death to military dishonor. The mind was 
cultiva•ed only as far as might contribute to the main 
object of the system. Reading and writing were not taught 
and the art of rhetoric was despised. They were taught to 
hunt and to be nimble and cunning, but their only mental 
culture was in music and poetry. 
But while the mind was neglected, the body was 
carefully trained. In running, leaping, wrestling·, and 
hurling the spear the Spartans acquired the most surprising 
nimbleness and dexterity. At the Olympian games Spartan 
champions carried off the prizes of victory more often than 
9. 
th~~ any of the others. 
At the age of_ twenty the youth wa s a trained soldier 
and ready for war. War was welcomed as a relief from •he 
etrenious discipline of peace. At the age of thirty he wa.s 
compelledto marry to produce children for the state. He 
still continued in the army, however, only seeing his 
wife when he visited her clandestinely. The men remained 
in the service of th~ city until suxty years of age and 
even longer if the government had need of them. 
The information concerning Spartan women and girls 
is not eo abundant. However, we learn that they were not 
secluded and that they held a honorable and important 
place in society. The girls were given physical training . 
somewhat comparable to that of the boys under the super- -
vision of women. They exercised publicly and then at 
running, jumping, throwing the weights and the javelin, 
and in wrestling. The aim was to develop robust healthy 
mothers of sturdy children; prepared to gladly see their 
sons die on the battlefield for Sparta .• 
The Spartan system of physical and military training 
obtained the desired results; the army was the beet in the 
world. For this, preeminent military position they sacrificed 
personal liberty, individualism, home life, and the 
achievements of peace. 
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In Sparta dancing was a more serious affair than in most 
lands and was usually one of three kinde, gymnastic, 
festive, or _military. The Bilasie, engaged in by both men 
and women, consisted in springing from the ground and 
striking the feet behind. Prizes were given to those who 
could do it the greatest number of times. The youth led 
with steps and gestures of a military nature followed by 
the maiden who approximately .imitated him but gave a 
feminine interpretation. The most wide-spread military 
dance was the Pyrrhic, supposed to have been originated in 
Sparta. It was danced by naked youths armed with sword and 
. 
shield; the steps and gestures imitated the charge, the 
retreat, and the thrust and the parry of real battle, and 
all done in rhythm to the music of the flute. 
The inhabitants of Attica supposed that they were 
autochthones, that is, that their race had sprung from the 
soil itself. History says nothing of their origin but 
teaches that they were essentially Ionic in race, with 
strains of other Hellenic stocks in their veins. The fact 
that a mixed population occupied the Attic plain is 
thought by some to be the secret of the versatile, many-
sided, yet well-balanced character which distinguished 
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the Attic people above all other branches of the Hellenic 
race. 
In the geography of Greece we notice that Attica is 
a peninsula with an unusually long coast-line, that the 
country was made up of mountains and little plains, and 
that the soil was stony and unproductive. All these features 
had a bearing on the history of the country. In the midst 
of the largest plain, about four miles from the coast, 
rises a group of hills. On and about the central height, 
known as the Acroplis, stood the city of Athens. We are 
better acquainted with the early city of Athens than of 
any other Greek state, and can therefore trace its progress 
with greater certainty. It became the foremost city of the 
world in intelligence, in literature, and in art. 
In all ancient states the father had the right to 
kill his children at their birth, if he did not wish to· 
bring them up. The custom began in barbarous times, and 
was not abolished by so highly a civilized state as Athens. 
But the Athenian father rarely made use of his right; for 
he needed children to continue his family and its worship 
after him. His own happiness in the next world was secure, 
only if he had children to bury him and to sacrifice at 
his tomb according to the hereditary family rites. In this 
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way ancestor worship made parents more humane in their 
treatment of children, and bound the members of the 
family together in the closest ties of affection and of 
mutual helpfulness. For the first six years boys and girls 
alike grew up _under the care of the mother and nurses. 
With their toys and games they enjoyed life as children 
do now. At the age of seven the boy was sent to school, 
kept by a master who received pay from the parents of the 
children whom he instructed. All boys, however poor, 
learned to read and write. Great care was taken in 
school and at home to teach the boy good morals and 
manners. He was not to see or hear anything vulgar or 
debasing, and he was kept entirely away from bad company. 
He learned modesty, respect for his parents and elders, 
love for his country, and other virtues. Most of all he 
was taught self-restraint and moderation. Pleasures were 
good, but nothing should be done to excess. He had to learn 
the proper way to sit, walk, dress, and eat. At school 
the boy learned reading, writing, arithmetic, and a little 
geometry and astronomy. The literature he studied was poetry. 
His chief books were the Iliad and the Odyssey of Homer. 
Lessons at school were but a small part of education. 
who 
Every boy was to have a place in respectable society had to 
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learn to sing and pla.y on the lyre. We are far lees sene-
tive than were the Greeks to the influence of music, and 
for that reason we cannot understand how powerful a 
force it was with ~hem for moulding character. Care was 
taken that the youth should hear and practise those 
melodies only which cultivate the nobler feelings. 
Meantime the boy regularly attended the wre.stling 
ground -palestra- for the practise of gymnastics under a 
professional taacher. There he was trained in running, 
wrestling, jumping, boxing, and throwing the discus and 
spear. The objecj was not the development of professional 
athletes who could entertain the public with exhibitions 
of wonderful strength and skill, but to secure the finest 
all-around development of the body. All boys took equal 
part in the exercises for the pyrpose o~ making their 
bodies strong and supple, that as citizens they might 
serve the state most ably in peace and war •. They might 
hold frequent competitions in the paleetra and in the 
religious festivals, and the most promising winners were 
sent to represent their state at the great ne.tional games. 
The education of the youth was physical, intellectual, 
artistic, and moral. The aim was not to prepare him for a 
business or a profession, but to make him the best possible 
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man and citizen. All his surroundings helped in this 
direction. Men and boys merely ate and slept at home, and 
passed nearly all the day in the open air. Living close 
to nature, the youth came to understand it, and learned 
to live in harmony with it. 
At the age of eighteen the youth became a man. From 
eighteen to twenty he was required to take military 
training along with his fellows of the same age. At the 
end of the year a great exhibition in athletic and 
military sports were held. The second was spent in more 
training and actual military service in some out-lying 
province. If no war was in progress the young man was 
freed at the end of his training and might become a poet, 
philosopher, dramitist, historian, sculptor, merchant, 
politician, or anyone of the many callings to which the 
cosmopolitan life of Athens invited one. aut whether he 
specialized in any one activity or not he remained 
always a gymnast; for gymnastics meantt pleasure, sport, 
haalth, a handsome body, ~~usement, social intercourse, 
moral training and complete development, and even honor 
and f a.l!l e. 
To serve the men of Athens the three grea.t gymnasia, 
the Academy, the Lyceum, and the Cynasargus were estab-
15. 
lished and maintained by the state. 1:he earliest 
gymnasium was merely an athletic field usually located 
near a stream • . If one chose to wrestle or to jump or throw 
the diecue, opponents could be found in the open court. 
If one preferre~ to exercise alone one might go to the 
punching bag room where bags of various sizes and 
weights were suspended. Outside the palestra young men 
engaged in the long runs and received lessons in riding. 
The Lyceum was a place of recreation and amusement fo~ 
the idle youth, a place of training for the gymnast who 
wished to enter the Pan-Hellenic games, and a place of 
exercise for the elderly gentlemen who gave thought to 
their physical welfare. Aristotle conducted hie philo-
sophic teachings at the Lyceum, Plato at the Academy; so 
famous became these gymnasia as intellectual centere 
that both names have come to refer to places of mental 
rather than physical education. 
The social position of women in Athens was one of 
semi-seclusion. Athenian girls were kept closely at home, 
and received instruction from their mothers and nurses. 
Although proficient in domestic affaris, they had little 
musical and intellectual education. No provision was made 
for physical education other than the simple games of 
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childhood. The Athenians were superior to their war-like 
neighbors the Spartans in all the arts of peace except 
in the education and the social position of women. 
"The Pan-Hellenic Games." 
History records 776 B.C. as the earliest record of 
athletic contests and. we are told that, 11 Coroebue was the 
victor. Hie statue is at Olympia and hie grave is on the 
1 
borders of Elie." 
'The Olympian games took place every fourth year in 
mid-summer. A sacred truce was proclaimed for an entire moriah 
in order that the thousands of spectators from every 
part of Greece might arrive and depart in safety. Woe 
betide the man who harmed one of the pilgrims on his 
sacred journey! Zeus himself, the protector of strangers, 
would visit with devine wrath the impious offender.• 
rThefeetival was in charge of judges appointed by 
the people of Elie. One of the important duties was an 
ex&~ination of the athletes who wished to enter the various 
contests • . No one convicted of crime or of the sin of 
impiety, could be admitted. The candidates had also to 
prove that they were qualified for the severe teste by a 
long and hard training. Once accepted as competitors, 
they could not withdraw. The man who shrank back when the 
1. Hammett-Lundgren. How To Be An Athlete, Heath & Co. 
New York,l923. 
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hourvof trial arrived was considered a coward and 
punished with a heavy fine. 
'The games occupied five days, beginning with the 
contests in running. There was a short-distance dash 
through the length of the stadium, a quarter-mile race, 
and also a longer race, probably for two or three miles. 
Then followed a contest consisting of five events; the 
long jump, hurling the discus, throwing the javelin, 
running and wrestling. It is known how victory in these 
five events taken together was decided. In long jump, 
weights like dumb-bells were held in the hands., the swing 
of the weights being used to assist the spring. the discus, 
which weighed about twelve pounds was sometimes hurled 
more than one hundred feet. 
• The. Olympian fest! val, in spirit and principle, was 
projDundly religious. The display of manly strength was 
considered a spectacle most pleasing to the gods. For 
this reason a Greek athlete could gain no higher honor 
than a victary in the ga.mes. Though rewarded e,t OlY'mpia 
with only a wreath of wild olive, the conqueror returned 
home to receive the gifts and veneration of his fellow-
citizens. Poets celebrated his victories in noble odes. 
Sculptors reproduced his triumphs in stone and bronze. To 
1 
the end of his days he was a distinguished man." 
1. Hammett-Lundgren. How To Be An Athlete, Heath & Co. 
New York, 1923. 
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During the second century before Christ a marked 
decline in Greek physical education is noticeable. The 
conquering Romans did not enjoy or have much respect for 
strictly athletic or gymnastic contests. The old 
gymnastics which aimed at complete development, gave way 
to athletics which implied prize-winning professionals,who 
trained for one event only. The more exciting and the 
more brutal events, the chariot races, and the boxing 
became the most popular. Corruption and bribery was 
common. 
Any activity as popular as was ghmnastics would be 
sure to draw from the greatest minds opinions concern•ng 
its aims, values and theories. Socrates is reported by 
Xenophon as saying, "No citizen ha.s a right to be an 
amateur in the matter of physical training; it is a part 
of his profession as a citizen to keep himself in good 
condition, ready to serve his state at a moments notice. 
Finally what a disgrace it is for a man to grow old with-
out ever seeing the bea~ty and strength of which his 
body is capable-- And in all the uses of the body it is 
in 
of great importance to be as high astate of physical 
efficiensy as possible. Why even in the process of 
thinking, in which the use of the body seems to be 
19. 
reduced to a minimum, it is a matter of common knowledge 
1 
that grave mistakes may often be traced to bad health." 
Plato is said to have been nicknamed by his wrestling 
teacher because of his very broad shoulders. He, in some 
of his writings, advocates physical training for ~ts 
educational and military values, but deplores every tend-
ency toward professionalism and competitions for the 
purpose of amusing an audience. "Gymna.stic as well ae 
music should receive careful attention in childhood and 
continue through life -- Now my belief is not that the 
good body improves the soul but that the good soul improves 
the bodj--- Gymnastics will incline him to have as little 
as possible to do with medecine--- I believe that the 
teachers of both (music and gymnastics) have in view 
chiefly the improvement of the soul--- Bodily exercise, 
when compulsory, does no harm; but knowledge which is 
2 
acquired under compulsion ha s no hold on the mind9 11 
"Bosanquet quotes Aristotl~s Politics as 
criticising the current methode of gymnastic training. 
Some of the states he says gave a physical training fit 
rather for professional athletes than for future citizens. 
1. Memorablia---Book 3 Chapter 12 Page 462. 
2. Republic-----Book 3 Page 236. 
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The Spartans trained men to be fierce, wild, and wolf-
like, supposing mistakenly that this temper went with 
courage." 
The Greek military, educational and religious system 
promated and strovefor the physical perfection of its 
people. The spirit of Greece was "Know Thyself". What 
air, water and earth is to the physical being of man, 
Greece is to the intellectual and spiritual being of man. 
The G2eeks alone rival the athletes as subjects 
for the sculptors. For a great part of our knowledge 
concerning Greek athletics we are indebted to the vase 
painter, who so universally used the scences of the palestra 
and gymnasium, and of the games as a means of decorat i ion. 
In the coin designs the athletes frequently displaced 
the statesmen and the gods. The true Greek gymnastics, 
exemplified in Athens, discouraged professionalism, 
brutality, and excitement, and encouraged development of 
the individual, fair play and nation-wide physical education 
for esthetic as well as utilitarian reasons. High ideals 




We have seen that the Greeks were the first Europeans 
to become civilized. They developed a civilization in many 
respects the most brillant in the history of the world. The 
Romans, who came to be the rulers of the peninsula,received 
most of their improvements from the Greeks, as the ~reeks 
had taken theirs from the Orient. Whatever the Romans borrow-
ed from Greece they modified to suit their own conditions. 
No other state fills so large a place in the history of the 
world as Rome. 
Roman genius is best shown, however, in the creation 
of a body of law, which for its completeness and excellence 
must be considered the greatest legislative work of the 
human race. 
The greatness of Rome did not depend on the city of Rome 
alone, but upon the whole Roman population. The Alps are 
passable only at certain pointe, and even there with 
difficulty; they cut off relations with the interior of 
the continent, and compelled her to associate with the 
other countries of the Mediterranean. Even the Alps, 
though a hindrance to commerce, often proved a weak barrier 
against enemies. Many came to Rome from various directione, 
either individually or in mass, as traders, immigrants, 
or conquerors. These strangers of diverse nationalities, 
or conquerors. These strangers of diverse nationalities 
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mingled in friendship or war, stimulated one another to 
great activity. For centuries Rome drew to itself the 
boldest and most enterprising people of the older world. 
There were differences in language and customs between 
one part of the country and another; and there grew up a 
multitude of small independent states, continually warring 
among themselves. 
As Rome was on a navigable, and well situated for 
small trade with the Etruscans and other neighbors, some 
of the citizens engaged in making wares and in buying 
and selling. Most of the Romans, however, were peasants. 
His labortous life, his warfare against famine, pestilence, 
and neighbors who were always harassing, made him stern 
and harsh, and, even in his dealings with the gods, 
calculating and illiberal. The father was priest of the 
gods, owner of the estate, and master of his wife and 
children through life. He could load his son with chains, 
sell him into slavery, or put him to death. Woman was 
always, under guardianship, the maiden of her father, the 
matron of her husband. The mother was charged with the 
rearing of the children; she was honored and respected 
and giuen more freedom than the Greek women, exeepting 
the Spartans. The first duty of the family was to serve 
the nation and to that end rear robust chidren with 
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true Roman ideals. Since there were no schools the homes 
were supposed to give both moral and physical training 
and no homes ever discharged their duties more fa.i thfully. 
The parents in their daily and hourly contact with th eir 
children instilled in them pride &f race, obedience, 
honesty, courage industry, loyalty to the state, and 
reverence for the gods and ancestors. 
The Roman child like the modern, had hie cart, tops, 
hoop, stilts, balls, and pete. The people were war-like 
and ambitious, and physic~l training was regarded as 
necessary to every Roman. The father, who was usually a 
soldier, was charged with the duty of training hie son. 
His aim of physical education was to produce strength, 
agility, endurance, hardiness, and skill in the use of 
sword, spear, shield, javelin, and in horsrmanship. The 
Greek idea of gymnastics for grace, beauty, carriage, 
synmetry, or complete development of man could not have 
been understood by these early Romans. Virgil says "we 
carry our children to the icy streams and harden them 
in the bitter icy water; as boys they spend wakeful 
nights over the chase, and tire out the whirlwind, but 
in manhood, unwearied by toil and trained to poverty, they 
subdue the soil with their mattocks, or shake towns in 
1 
war." In their play the boys competed with each other in 
1. Aeneid-9-603. 
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swimming, wrestling boxing, running and jumping, although 
there was no palestra as the Athenian boys had. The 
early Roman society more nearly resembled that of Sparta 
than of Athens. 
The Twelve tables written in 450 B,C. summed up the 
social religious, political, and .religious customs and 
ideals of Rome and made them the laws of the land. From 
that time on, in the home and in the schools which were 
later organized, the tables became the most important basis 
for literary and moral instruction; all children memorized 
them. Between the fourteenth and seventeenth year the 
boy was subject to call to the army when needed and 
discharged when the war was over. 
The Campus Martius was dedicated to the god of Mars, 
and lay outside the Servian walls. It was, first of all, 
a military parade ground and a training camp for soldiers. 
The military training was very severe and the discipline 
was strict. There were exercises in running, jumping, 
wrestling, riding, swimming, both naked and in armor, and 
sham battles. Wooden horses were used to train the recruit 
in leaping on and off the horse. The Campus Martiue was 
also a resort for young men who were not in the service 
of the country. They competed with each other in the 
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ordinary athletics, swimming and games. Since boxing, 
running, jumping, and wrestling were not ends in themselves 
with the Romans, they never attained such skill and tech-
mique as did the Greeks. The success of Rome in war prob-
ably was due to the moral and physical training. 
By 264 B.C. almost all Borne had submitted to Roman 
pawer. By 31 B.C. the whole of the Mediterranean world 
was governed by Rome and foe Rome. These conquests had an 
important and a very marked influence on Roman civilization. 
Contact with other nations, many of which were older and 
more advanced than Rome, gave the conguerors greater 
breadth of mind and opened the way for alteration if not 
destruction of the old Roman ideals. 
Wealth displaced poverty; luxurious habits took the 
place of simple living; thousands of slaves, sent back 
by the armies, degraded labor; cheap grain from Sicily 
and Africa compelled the Roman peasant to give up his 
farm and move to the capitol, where he and others of his 
kind formed the idle and dangerous mob. The prolonged 
campaigns tended to develop a professional standing army 
rather than a citizen army. 
· As aome became a world power and c~e in contact with 
the nations of superior intellectual attainments, a need 
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arose for schools that might produce statesmen and 
orators; so the homes surrendered to these inetitutione 
and to the slave pedagogue the duty of training the youth. 
Although the organization and the methads and even the 
teachers were Greek, the Romans failed to accept the 
Greek idea that gymnastics and music were essential to 
a complete system of education. The Roman was too practical 
to see any value in music; and as for gymnastics, its 
real value was thought to be military. An ability to 
swim, however, was considered essential to every Roman. 
The grouth of luxury, the demands for intellectual 
training, and the establishment of the professional army 
tended to destroy the slight favor which the Roman masses 
had shown for physical training. At the same time there 
arose some national sports which were of no value to the 
development of the nation, but were of great danger to 
the life and limb of the participants and of debasing 
influence on the audience. These were the games of the 
Circus and of th~ ampitheater. 
The Romans had almost from the eeginning of their 
history occasions of public rejoicing. Besides the 
triumphal processions, there were the great games 
celebrated in the Circus Maximus, in honor of the three 
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great gods of the capitol; Jupiter, Juno and Minerva. 
These games consisted at first of chariot races, boxing 
and gymnastic contests. The Roman regarded these festivals 
and games as religious ceremonies, designed to pacify the 
a.nger of the gods, and when times of great danger or dis-
tress came their number wa.s increased. In 364 B. o. when 
a great pestilence desolated Rome, theatrical performances 
were celebrated, and in 264 B.C., the hideous gladitorial 
combats were introduced. 
The gladiatorial games originated in the custom of 
sacrificing slaves at the tombs of their masters, in order 
to appease the spirits of the dead, which it was believed 
took delight in human blood. The slaves were soon allowed 
to fight with each other for their li vee, a.nd finally 
the taste for these barbarous and inhuman spectacles 
increased to such an extent that slaves were trained 
and let out for this purpose. Although these contests 
were at first confined to funerals, the gladiators 
fighting in the forum, the taste for these spectacles soon 
increased to such an extent that no entertainment was 
complete without them. The gladitorial games sooneclipsed 
all other forms of public amusement. The taste for them 
grew to such an extent, that it corrupted and killed all 
the higher instincts of humanity. Training schools for 
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gladiators have been found at Capua and Pompeii, consisting 
of a square field enclosed by buildings which contained 
trainers quarters, kitchen, mess hall, property room, 
sleeping room and guard house. The field was used for the ex 
exercises and combats. It has been stated before that the 
conquest of Greece by the Romans ~ad a bad influence on 
the Pan-Hellenic games. Unable to va.lue gymnastics as the 
Greeks did, the conquerors hastened the decay, which had 
already begun under the later Greeks. Professionalism 
was encouraged, the more brutal and exciting sports came 
to be the most popular, money was given as prizes and 
that led to corruption and bribery. The games ceased to 
have any connection with general education; the moral 
values dreived from friendly competitions were lost. The 
Romans were spectators, many of whom attended the games 
merely for curosity to see the foreigners engage in 
their exhibitions. 
In ancient times the sons of the proudest famlies of 
Rome practised religious and military dances in public. 
But in the time of the republic it came to be a disgrace 
for a man to dance on any occasion. 
Into this decaying Empire there migrated whole nations 
of Teutonic barbarians from Korthern Europe. The immediate 
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result of the introduction of millions of victorious 
barbarians into a weakened though civilized nation 
was to produce the_ "Dark Agee." 
The barbarian invasion was a fortunate thing for the 
world. What then is their contribution to the worlds 
progress? Simply their own bodies. 
In the midst of the dissolute and immoral society 
of the declining years of pagan Rome was moldes the theology 
and the organization of the new religdlon of Christianity. 
Converts to the faith had to refrain from the worship of 
the gods of Rome; they must noy attend the games of the 
Circus and the amphitheater or enjoy the luxury of the 
bath; they should not fight in the army. Theodosius, 
one of the early Christian emperors, abolished the 
• Olympian games in 394 A.D., because they were pagan in 
their influence. As Christianity triumphed, the chariot 
races and other debasing sports of the Romans came to 
an end. 
During the Greek period, the greatest minds expressed 
opinions concerning the aims, values and theories of 
physical education. As these opinions were favorable, they 
had much to do with the forming of good public opinion. 
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This was not true during the Roman period, as I find 
no mention of physical education in the works of 




In ancient Greece there were two strongly contrasted 
types of education, unlike in aim and method. The earlier 
Spartan Type was practical and had discipline for its 
key-note and aimed to produce a citizen-warrior. The other 
and much broader type was the Athenian. It had culture 
as its objective, and regarded the individual as valuable 
in and for himsilf, and sought to promote first of all 
his full and free development. 
The education in Sparta was practical or material-
iastc. The Spartans were confronted constantly with the 
need of defending their city and hence it was ~mperative 
that they produce powerful warriors. The good of the city 
of Sparta was the ideal in Spartan education, to which 
all individual desires were subordinated. The vocation of 
the men and women of Sparta was war. ~parta~ education, 
then, omitted the intellectual studies and concentrated 
on military training. In that training it included military 
music, religious and patriotic songs, and dramatic accounts 
in song of heroic action. This education was not theoret-
ical and was in no way removed from the life which the 
children had to lead. The beet education wae that which 
made strong and healthy soldiers, and mothers of strong 
soldiers. 
Athenian education was made up of music and gymnastics, 
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intellectual and bodily training. There was a harmonious 
development of the whole individual; beauty and goodness 
were the results of educating both the body and the mind. 
This complete education, however, was given only to the sons of 
free men, while the greater proportion of the population had 
no education at all, and the girls in Athens had practically 
none of the advantages in education given to boys. 
The State made no special requorement or provision 
for the education of the young. However, the ideals and 
pressure of custom in Athens were euch that practically all 
free boys after the age of seven attended the palestrae. The 
phyeical activities taught and practised were running, 
broad jump, javelin, discus, wrestling, boxing, ewimming, 
and ball games. 
The Athenian strove in this education for beauty of 
form and excellence in execution, rather than for ability 
to break records. 
the State did not support the palestrae but did 
establish and maintain gymnasia where the older men and 
boys over eighteenroould go for exercise. These became the 
centers of social and intellectual life for the men, 
because of the fact that the philosophers made certain 
gymnasia their favorite haunts and there gathered about 
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them their followers and admirers. The ideals in physical 
perfection were so influential that men were impelled to 
continue their exercises after the period of schooling was 
over and thus kept up their vigor and powers long past 
middle life • . The .. ,spirit of Greece we.s "Know Thyself • 11 High 
. ideal I!!! and noble obj ecti vee characterized the golden age 
of Greek gymnal!!ltics. 
The Romane were unable to value gymnastics as the 
Greeks did. Their aim was to produce strength, agility, 
endurance, hardiness, and skill in the use &f sword, spear, 
shield, javelin and in horsemanship. The Greek idea of 
gymnastics for grace, beauty, carriage, symmetry, or 
complete development of man was not understood by these 
early Romans.Physical education was regarded as a practical 
thing and as a necessity, but only as a preparation for 
war. The military training was very severe and the discipline 
was strict. The early Roman society more nearly resembled 
that of Sparta than of Athens. 
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Modern History of Physical Education. 
Germany. 
The German system of gymnastics ranks high among all 
the different systems known. It owes its start as popular 
· gymnastics chiefly to the work of "Father" Jahn, as he was 
called. He conceived the idea of using physical training 
as a means of bettering the youth of the nation, and making 
them strong, courageous, and able defenders of their country 
at the time of Prussia's deepest humiliation and trial. 
"Fredrich Ludwig Jahn was born in 1778, in the village 
of Lanz. He was a man of agresive, restless, and self-
sufficient disposition, quick-witted, but capricious in 
his readings. For ten years he _roved about, working at his book 
on German nationality. In this book he extolled the value 
of bodily exercise, and seized upon the idea of making 
physical training a dominant force in national regeneration."l 
Before Jahn came Guts-Muths, who, enamoured of the Greek 
gymnastics, began writing about gymnastics for schools 
about 1790. He had two distinct aims, - (1) Work in the 
garb of play, and (1) a system of exercise having bodily 
1. McKenzie R.Tait.- Exercise in Education, Saunders,l924. 
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perfection as its aim. The first of these principles 
appealed to Jahn, while Ling worked more in the spirit 
of the second. 
The gymnastic movement under Jahn was at first of a 
political rather than of a pedagogical character; and 
when the war of liberation came in 1813, the Turners 
were found, almost to a man, in the ranks of those who 
broke the Napoleonic yoke. That gave great popularity 
to the exercises, and paved the way for school gym-
nastics. 
The introduction of the German gymnastics into the 
school system was the work of Adolph Speiss, a Hessian, 
born in 1810. He was influenced by Pestalozzi and 
trained in the methods of Guts-Muths. In 1829 he became 
acquainted with Jahn, and in the following year, while 
a student, formed a class of boys at Giessen, and made 
a beginning by teaching what is known as common exercises, 
the simultaneous performance of· movements in response 
to word of command, either with or without the aid of 
apparatus. He is sometimes aalled the creator of gym-
nastics for girls. These gymnastics he introduced into 
the public schools of Burgdorf, in Switzerland, where 
he became acquainted with Froebel. They included free 
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gymnastics, dumb-bell drills, exercises on the suspend-
ed ladder, and see-saw, besides running, jQ~ping, and 
swinging. It is a system which looks most to the cons-
cious development of the muscles through the will. 
Spiess applied hie principle of common or claee 
exercises to the apparatus work, as well a.s to the free 
movements, and made use of music for all suitable 
rjythmetic combinations. Hie distinctive work was to 
systematize German gymnastics and to adopt them to 
pedagogic purposes and methods. He advocated the foll-
owing ideas; an exercising hall and a turnplatz should 
be established as a part of, or very near, every school; 
one period per day should be set a.side for gymnastic 
work; pupils should be given marks according to their 
proficiency in the work; gymnastic material should be 
graded according to their proficiency in the work; 
gymnastics for girls should be arranged in a special 
system; in short, gymnastics should be recognized and 
treated with the same degree of importance as any 
other school subject. His motive was similar to that of 
the Athenia.ns; physical education was to produce bodily 
perfection, beauty and grace, and weld body and soul 
into a perfectly harmonious entity capable of ideal 
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social participation.Strength or hardihood or skill 
with weapone was not the aim. Spiess was also aware of 
the pedagogical value of physical exercise, its use as 
a rest and recreation and also its moral and social 
lessons. 
The material and classification of exercises used bp 
. . 
the followers of Jahn did not seem sa.ti efactory for 
ch&ldren, and especially for girls of school age. In 
order to adapt gymnastics to the school methods, cl asses 
of approximately the same age were organized and directed 
by one teacher. Exercises suited to that age were engaged 
in for a specified period of time each day. Since this 
program had to be cartied out in inclement weather and in 
winter, an indoor gymnasium became necessary. 
Spiess introduced the marching exercises into the 
German system and called attention to their value. Through 
their use the teacher was able to control a large group 
and to secure a desired position for the entire class, 
without confusion and wa ste of time. For t he pupil these 
served as a training in discipline and erect carriage. He 
also singled out free exercises for special elaboration 
and emphasis; he is frequently called the founder of free 
exercises in physical education. Hie aim in this was to 
give the entire class, in an orderly manner and in the 
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short time available, a series of exercises which were 
designed to bring into play all those parts of the body 
whose activity was necessary to the ultimate complete 
development. Formalism was not practiced in Spiess•s 
schools to the exclusion of games or sports or dancing; 
the moral, recreational, and esthetic values of the 
latter were highly appreciated. He also called a.ttention 
to the use of music. The rpythmical motions of marching 
and free exercise drills, indoors, offered an opportunity 
for the use of music accompaniment. 
Considerable stress was placed on gymnastic exhibi~ 
ions; they were regarded as a means of holding the interest 
of the pupils and also of securing favorable public 
opinion. Spiess found that the exe~sions into the country, 
which were eo enjoyed by the turners, were also suitable 
for the school classes when time permitted. 
Spiess was opposed to the Jahn system of teaching by 
¥erturners and advocat~d the employment of a sufficient 
number of teachers who had training and experience equal 
to that of the teachers of other school subjects. To 
that end he established normal classes in Darmstadt in 
184~. 
We see that the system is based upon knowledge of 
the human body, its divers organs, their relative functions 
and the laws of anatomy and physiology. It has three 
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marked features (1) It aims at general physical 
education, and not at the education of one special 
branch. Therefore it declines the development of a 
certain organ or faculty at the expense of others. All 
those who go through a regular course of exercises in 
accord with this system are thonoughly developed. 
Specialization is n!)t permitted, therefore, a p·a.rtial 
or one-sided development is unknown. Yet this does not 
prevent individual skill and inclination from bringing 
a 
about a greater result in certain branch; this result, 
however, is not gained byba loss or lack in any other 
branch. (2) It allows, or rather, induces the exercises 
in classes. The classes are selected by a careful 
investigation as to strength, ability, age, etc; and for 
that reason it suits as well those who practise merely 
for physical ·development as those who aim at a proficienpy 
of a higher grade. The exercises in the classes are a 
source of endless pleasure, refreshment of mind, and 
joyfulness not only to children, but even to adults. The 
varity and great number of exercises and their scientific 
arrangment allow new and indefinite combinations. Th~ 
teacher can always select a certain number of exercises 
suitable for his class which are as agreeable as 
instructive and interesting to every one of the class-
mates. Not only the body, but also the mind is kept in 
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a wholesome and refreshing activity which will keep 
away all weariness and tediousness which are so often 
found in other systems. The class exercises of the 
German system allow also the instruction of a large 
number at the same time, providing sufficient room is 
at hand. (3) The instruction begins with the most 
simpl e and easy movements and proceeds gradually to -a 
higher degree. All fear of danger or harm to the body is 
excluded. The apparatus usedin school practice is not 
at all complicated; those may be omitted if there is 
not room enough. In this case, however, the training is 
not complete, as the aim of training is not only that 
of a development of muscles, limbs, and organs, but also 
the achievement of courage and self-reliance. 
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Sweden. 
Under the patronage of the King of Sweden, Pehr 
Henrik Ling opened in 1814, The Royal Central Institute 
of Gymnastics in Stockholm, and before his death in 1839, 
had laid the foundation of Swedish military, medical, and 
school gymnastics. 
The Swedish system of gymnastics had its first 
imputse from patriotism, as was the case with the German. 
Peter Henry Ling, its founder, was born in 1776, two 
years before the birth of Jahn. He was the son of a poor 
country pastor. In the fall of 1804 the condition of 
Sweden was a desperate one. French and Russian incursions 
had deprived her of territory south and east of the Baltic 
and other enemies threatened on the west and in the south-
ern provinces. Ling was always an intense patriot, eager 
to see his countrymen strong in body and soul and thus 
prepared to thwart the foe. This was the inspiring motive 
of his writings and hie gymnastics alike. Study and 
experiment had taught him something of the h~an body 
and its needs, and helped him to select and apply hie 
exercises with these needs in view. Nachtegall, in 
Copenhagen, had already begun to train teachers of 
gymnastics for the army and the schools of Denmark and 
Ling conceived the idea of opening in Stockholm a 
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central training school from which all Sweden should be 
supplied with teacher of the new art. With this plan in 
mind he went up to the ca.pi tol early in 1813 and handed 
to the recently appointed Committee on Education a 
written proposal for the new institution. A royal letter 
of May fifth, formally approved the plan. Ling was made 
director at a fixed salary, and given a grant for the 
purchase of equipment and an allowance to cover the rent 
of necessary rooms. In 1814 the ''Royal Central Ineti tute 
of Gymnastics"- so named by the King- was ready to begin 
operations, and here for the remaining · twenty-f~ve years 
of hie life Ling was busily engaged in the elaboration 
of hie ideas. 
Ling believed that gymnastics had a rightful place 
in education, medicine, and national defense, and almost 
from the start instruction was given in these three bran-
ches. 
On the death of Ling in 1839, Lars Gabriel ~ranting 
became director of the Central Institute. The period of 
wars having passed, the military motive for gymna.stics 
became lese important and Branting expanded the field of 
medical gymnastics. He pointed out that the greatest 
benifit of many exercises did not accrue to the muscular 
system but rather to the nervous and circulatory systems 
and to the viscera. 
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The medical gymnastics theories caused much cont-
roversy among medical men. but, in spite of the opposit-
ion, they were excepted in Sweden and had great influence 
in the leading countries of the world. 
The spread of gymnastics in the Swedish schools 
came slowly. The earliest legislation on the subject was 
a law requiring a course in physical education for the 
secondary school for boys in 1820. The gradual adoption 
of a physical education program in all the schools has 
not been the result of compylsory legislation but rather 
a genuine belief that physical exercise is an indispen-
cable part of general education. 
The adaptation of the Swedish theories to the 
schoolroom is largely the contribution of Hjalmar Ling, 
the son of Per Ling. This adaptation necessitated the 
construction of suitable apparatus, the arrangment of 
group exercises, grading and progression of the work, 
a.nd a classification of movements for boys and girls. 
Through the work of H.Limg the rational "days order" 
of the Swedish system was evolved. 
A very heal thy and gradua.l grouth characterizes 
the history of physical education in the Swedish schools 
during the last half century. The amount of time to be 
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given to the exercises has been increased until at 
present a da•ly period for physical education is req-
uired. This requirement applies to all state-supported 
elementarr and high schools. 
In the practise of physical education the exercises 
of the Swedish system, supplemented by _gamee, form the 
basis of the work. In Sweden the Ling system has always 
been regarded as superior to all others in its corrective 
possibilities, its efficiency, its orderliness, and 
its adaptability to school methods. The spirit of pkay 
and athletic compttition have invaded Sweden as well ae 
all other countries, and games have become a part of the 
physical and moral education program.Provision for out-
door games is now made at nearly every school. 
The author of the Swedish system have done much to 
enrich the field of education both in theory and practise. 
Their insistence on a complete study of the humam body, 
including anatomy, physiology, and kinesiology, as a 
training for the position of teacher of physical education 
and on an arrangment of exercises based on that knowledge, 
places their work in the field of science. The corrective 
phase o physical education has increased in importance in 
every modern country in recent times. Although apparatus 
is not regarded as essential to the Swedish system, among 
the contributions in the field are the stall bars, the 
inclined rope and the Swedish horozontal bar. 
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Swedish gymnastics are educational because they are 
progressive, definitely arranged according to a fixed 
law, and require a prompt response to the word of command. 
To be called a complete system they must be modified from 
their present form, and include the free outdoor sports 
and games. In many cases· the gymnastic lesson of the 
Swedish school is now replaced by an hour of skating, long 
walks, or gymnastic games and dancmng. It may be looked 
· upon as the modern development of esthetic gymnastics 
which L~ng had in mind, but never worked out. 
The three distinguishing points of the Swedish system 
of ducational gymnastics are; 
1. The day's order. 
2. Gymnastic progression. 
3. The use of the word of command for movements 
instead of imitation. 
It considers of first &mportance the regions affected by 
the exercise and the movements are classified according 
to the effect they have on the body. 
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France. 
The French have originated no system; !. but have been 
ready to accept every European theory and practise. It has 
been the battleground of ideas on physical education for the 
last one hundred years. BothGerman and Swedish gymnastice 
have had their day. 
Their earliest leaders in physical education were the 
Swiss Phokion Clias, and the Spaniard, Francie Amoros. It 
was not until after the war of 1870 that France really awoke 
to the vital importance of a national system of physical 
education. The first efforts were purely military, but they 
soon found the rigidity of military exercises executed at 
command, the prolonged immobility in the ranks, and the 
violence of some of the exercises, unsuited for the best 
training &f children or for adults either, and three policies 
began to gather advocates about them. 
One wished to import the Swedish system as it was, 
another to introduce and encourage the athletic games of 
the English and American schools, and a third t& discover 
the laws of movement, and to work from them to a national 
system that woyld emphasize self-expression by harmonious 
movements, grace and utility. 
The most valuable and noteworthy contribution to 
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scientific physical training in France has been the work of 
George Demeny, who took issue with the Swedish gymnastics 
as usually taught. As a result of his studies withProf. 
Marey of men and animals in motion observed by the cine-
matograph, he laid down the principles for a national 
physiologic system of exercise. 
According to Demeny, physical education should be 
based on the doing of work, on the synthesis of movements 
into actions rather than on the taking and holding of 
positions, and on the analysis of movement. This is the 
point on which he took issue with the lwedes. 
Physical education, in the school and on the athletic 
field, has been subject to the ebb and tide of popular 
favor. During the early eighteen nineties France's 
backwardness in formal gymnastics and gymnastic socities 
when compared to Germany or Sweden, and her inability to 
match up with England in the outdoor sports, led Conbertin 
to propose the revival of the Olympian games. The poor 
showing made by the French at the games in 1896 added 
impetus to the already growing agitation for grea,ter 
attention to bodily development. Since 1900 the schools 
have been more adequately provided with gymnasia and 
apparatus and more time has been allowed for physical 




Every nation of people, savage or civilized, engages 
in some kind of sport and it goes without saying that 
English sport is as old e.s the English people. As early a.e 
the year 1~00 writere were expressing opinions on the 
value of games in general and comparing the benifite 
from the different sports. 
In feudal England the joust and tournament and other 
knightly sports predominated. With their overthrow and 
the rise to importance of the bowmen, archery became the 
most practised sport. It was valued as a preparation for 
war and not as a means of physical education. Golf probably 
originated in holland, but it received such a welcome and 
added development that it is mere commonly identified 
with England than with its native land. Hockey was played 
by the Greeks and Romans a~d has been a sport of the 
nations of Europe since that time. Crickets, bouling, 
pitching the quoits, tennis and foot-ball, although not 
all originating in England are identified with it. Wherever 
the English have gone, their games have gone with them. 
England's position in this field has made her a center 
from which ideas and inspirations have been drawn in the 
international playground and recreation movements. Germany, 
the Scandinavian countries, and America have felt bet 
influence. 
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While the continental countries created systems of 
gymnastics and developed the science o~ physical education, 
The English people continued their participation in out-
door sports. England's isolated position and her power-
ful navy shielded her from dangerous foreign invasione 
and, consquently, made unnecessary the strict diecipling 
and training to which the nations of the continent 
subjected themselves for national defense. The conditione 
which prompted Jahn to advocate the physical development 
of his people never existed in England, and its free 
institutions, personal liberty and individualism tended 
to give free rein to the play and sporting instincts of 
her people. The English nature had a bent for competitive 
sport, but, on the other hand, was repelled by formal 
drill excepting for purposes of military training. 
England, however, did not remain free from the 
theories and achievements of physical education in the 
Continental countries. First of all an urgent need was 
felt in the army for a system of physical training that 
would combine the benefits derived from formal drill with 
those derived from competitive sports. In 1822 the 
government obtained the services of the Swiss army officer 
and director of gymnastics, Phokion Clias. He was given 
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charge of all physical training in the military and 
naval schools and was also employed to teach in the 
Charter House Public School. His theories and methods 
-were largely those of Guts-Muths and other Germans. 
Because of an accident he left England in 1825. 
A few years latter the government decided to re-
organize the system of milita.ry gymnastics, and 
Archibald Ma.claren was placed in charge of the work. 
His system came to be used i n the military and naval 
schools to supplement the games and sports as a means 
of increasing the physical fitness of the soldiers and 
sailors. He believed that educational gymnastics wa s the 
direct and more important means of improving the physica.l 
standard of the English. 
He found fault with the Swedish system because he 
thought it was to much limited by the medical and corrective 
aims, and he objected to the German system because of its 
music and rhythm and its efforts to attain precision in 
group exercises. However, he invented very little that was 
new, either in theory or practise, but rather culled from 
all systems those theories and practises that suited him. 
In spite of hie excellent ideas and valuable contributions, 
his system did not prove a great success, and was soon 
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displaced by another. 
Nearly all the teachers of Maclaren gymnastics were 
from the army and consquently, in practice, the school 
exercises were very much like military drill. Many of 
the smaller communities objected to the added expense 
which the i'ntroduction of the drill would necessitate. 
As a result many investigations of the statue of physical 
education, recommendations for improvement, and schemes 
for the promotion of both games and formal exercises 
were made. Meanwhile, the Swedish system had been brought 
to England by a number of Danish and twedi eh tea.chers 
and it received an enthusiastic welcome especially ~~ong 
the women and children. A course in Swedish pedagogical 
gymnastics was given for the benefit of the women teachers 
of London; then classes were established in other parts 
of the kingdom and England came to be well acquainted 
with that system of gymnastics. Later the Education 
Department of Scotland recommended to the school officials 
a new course which was based on the Swedish system. Then 
the English Board of Education published a. Syllabus of 
Physical Exercises which was also founded on the Swedish 
practice. Since that time England has drown heavily on 
Denmark and Sweden, not only for material, both in theory 
and practice, but also for lea.del!'ehip. 
£u~t on Universi~Y 




Physical education in the United States dates back 
to the early Colonial days, when the colonists engaged in 
the sports of their mother country. The only section 
that did not take part in the games was the New England 
colonies. The Puritan religion and social teachings 
made life a very serious affair. The common belief was 
that it was neither wise, nor righteous nor profitable 
to waste time on idlenese. In New York the Dutch, both 
young and old took part in the games and sports; while 
the British in Virginia were active with their sports. 
It was not until later that the different systems were 
promoted. 
One of the moet important and successful innovat-
ions was at the Round Hi11 School at Northampton, Mass. It 
occupied the site of the present Clarke School for the 
deaf, and the founders _were Joseph Cogswell and George 
Bancroft, both Harvard graduates, who had received their 
doctor's degrees at Gottingen, in Germany, and had trav-
eled extensively in that country and elsewhere in Europe. 
The prospectus, issued in June of 1823, states that" we 
would also encourage activity of body as a means of 
promoting firmness of constitution and vigor of mind, and 
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shall appropiate regularly a position of each day to 
healthful sports and gymnastic exercises." "It may be 
:possible,"they say, 11 to engraft on any modern nation a 
system of physical education corresponding to that 
which prevailed in ancient Greece. We are deeply 
impressed with the necessity of uniting physical with 
moral education; and are particularly favored in executing 
ourplans of connecting them by the assistance of a pupil 
and friend of Jahn, the greatest modern advocate of 
gymnastics." This pupil and friend of Jahn was Dr. Charles 
Beck. The connection of this gymnast with the Round Hill 
School constitutes the beginning of German gymnastics 
in the United States. 
In 1826 Charles Follen a friend of Beck of Round 
Hill, secured a position in Harvard University. The 
following year, with the approval of the university 
officials, he introduced the Jahn gymnastics to the 
students and established the first college gymnastics in 
America. In 1826, the first public gymnasium was organized. 
Men and boys of all ages came and practised the exercises 
with great zest and enthusiasm, the newspa.pers and 
periodicals gave the institution much publicity. This 
practise, however, proved to be only a passing interest, 
and by 1830 scarcely any educational institutions, excepting 
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military schools, gave any attention to physical education. 
In the third and fourth decades of the nineteenth century 
four different systems of physical education had been 
brought forward for trial in the United States - the ~ill 
and discipline of the military academy, the Jahn gymnastics, 
manual labor on the farm or in the shop, and calisthenics 
for girls and women. For various reasons not one of the 
four wa s generally adopted or won for itself more than a 
temporary foothold. 
From 1835 till 1860, though educators were alive 
to the importance of physical training, no one appeared 
with anything that seemed more likely to meet the needs of 
the time • In 1861. Dr. Dio Lewis attacked the idea that 
great strength was the mark of well-being and that gym-
na.siums were primarily for gymnasts. In hie wri tinge he 
strove to prove that li ght wooden dumbbells were better 
suited to the real practice of gymnastics than those of 
iron. He took paine to destroy the common belief that free, 
unsupervised play of children was sufficient to develop 
sound and properly formed bodies. He also held that a 
gymnastic teacher was as essential to the proper develop-
ment of the body as the ordinary school teacher was to 
the development of the mind. As a result of his enthus-
iasm, j;he "Normal Institute of Physical Education," was 
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opened in Boston in the spring of 1861. Thie was the 
first attempt in America to prepare teachers, to teach 
a subject which had a right and proper place in the 
school curriculum. 
That same year the American Institute of Instruction 
met in Boston and Dr. Lewis was invmted to explain the 
New Gymnnstice. He spoke convincingly, with the result 
that he and hie system became widely known throughout the 
United States. 
The Lewis system of caltethenice was first estab-
lished in a private school in West Newton, Mass. in 1860. 
then Supt. Philbrook of Boston secured instruction for 
his t~achers and introduced the system into the school. The 
teachers were to give not more than one-half nor lese 
than one-quarter of an hour to the exercises once during 
every school session. In 1862 there were seventy teachers 
who had had training and were giuing the work to Boston 
pupils. Many cities which were about to fail in their 
physical education program renewed their efforts. Cih-
cinnati employed its first special teacher of physical 
exercise, Mr Louie Graser, who remained in that position 
until 1873, when, in order to out down school coste, he 
was dismissed. Had the Civil War not come in the midst of 
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this period of achievement it is highly probable that 
physical education would have become, much sooner, a 
part of the educational program. When the conflict came 
the promotion of new and expensive educational movements 
ceas~d, and physical education was neglected. 
The eighties constitute one of the outstanding 
decades in the history of physical education in America. 
The Christian Associations recognized that a great value 
was to be obtained from that kind of work and pra.ctised 
it intensively; a large number of colleges and univers-
ities erected gymnasia and employed trained physical 
educators; the turners doubled their efforts and their 
sucess of the German system; a large number of cities 
employed directors of physical education for the public 
schools and pla.ced the subject permanently on the daily 
program; local gatherings and national conventions of 
physical educators were held to promote the movement and 
improve the methode; the Swedish system of school gym-
nastics secured an important place in American education. 
In 1885 the American Association for the advancement 
of Physical Education was founded in Brooklyn. Its aims 
were: 11 To awaken a wide and intelligent interest in 
physical educa.tion; to acquire and disseminate knowledge 
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concerning it; to promote such universal physical education 
as will provide well trained teachers, and secure adequate 
programs for the nation." 
Hartvig Nissen was the first to promote success-
fully the Swedish pedagogical gymnastics in the United 
States. He introduced the system in the Franklin School of 
Washin~ton D.C., and among the students of Johns Hopkins 
University in 1883. During the next few years many educat-
ional institutions in and about Washington and Baltimore 
introduced the Swedish system. 
The system received further prestige, when Boston 
decided to do more intensuve and extensive work in its 
public schools. Mrs Mary Hemenway, whose son had donated 
the Harvar~ gymnasium, desired to finance the inauguration 
of the Swedish system in the Boston schools. Baron Posse 
was considered the logical person for the executive position. 
Mrs Hemenway proposed to provide free instruction for 
one hundred teachers, for one year, with the understanding 
that they were ti use the exercises in the schools, and 
the Boston School Committee was then to determine whether 
the work was worth while. This was the origim of the 
Boston Normal School of Gymnastics. In 1890 the superin-
tendent of schools reported that over four hundred teachers 
were prepared to give instruction in the Swedish system. 
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A friendly rivalry sprang up between the advocates of 
the German system and the advocates of the Swedish. The 
Germans held that the Swedish was too formal, uninteresting, 
failed to obtain recreational values, and was very weak 
in social and moral training. The Swedish eupporters claimed 
that the German system lacked scientific foundation,that 
too much music and rythm accompanied the exercises and 
thereby prevented the maximum physical benefit from being 
derived, that too much emphasis was gmven to the recreat-
ional and not enough to the educational results, and that 
the system was unable 'to cope with problems of individual 
and specific weaknesses. 
The aims of school gymnastics, in the eighties and 
nineties, were to counteract the physical deterioration 
which the school life apparently induced, and to develop, 
into sound men and women, the children who were below 
normal when they entered the school. The child's play 
was not considered as sufficient aeans. 
During the nineties the school came to be recognized 
as the cornerstone of the demacracy; more money was 
appropiated, better buildings and equipment were provided, 
and more highly trained teachers were available. The result 
was that the best theories of educational procedure could 
now become educational practises. One of these, the 
Froebelian theory ~f play, had been known in America for 
~;:ny year s, but the educa.tors were inclined to neglect its 
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possibilities and to permit the children to play their own 
games in their own way. The educators now came to the 
conclusion that the play instinct should be made use of 
in the educational program and it seemed to come within 
the jurisdiction of the physical educator. Great claims 
were made for group games, folk dances, and, finally, many 
athletic contests. Beside the physical benefits, which 
many asserted were equal to those ·of formal gymnastics, thare 
was a mental and moral training to be derived, in honesty, 
unselfishness, loyalty, cooperation, imagination, alertness, 
helpfulness, and resoursefulness. Educators agreed that 
play was conducive to wholesome mindedness, and opposed 
to morbid tendencies and was necessary to the grouth of 
.the child. 
The German school of physiaal educators from the 
beginning were aware of the value of play. They did not, 
however, believe that games could take the place of formal 
exercise, because the aims of the two methods and the 
benefits to be derived from them were .entirely different . 
The Swedish school did not find the games an adequate 
substitute for the formal work. 
The crowding of the curriculum has made it imposs-
ible to find time for a period of formal exercise and 
another for super.vised play. Ne~_rly all educator s who 
promoted reforms in the curriculum agreed that physical 
phys~cal education for efficiency, health, and moral 
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training should occupy a prominent place in th~ education-
al program. Ae a result of turner agitation, many states 
ha.ve passed laws requiring physical training to be taught 
in the public echools. In most of the states that passed 
laws, it was mandatory to teach physical training, but in 
a few it was permissive. The legislation applies to both 
the elementary and high schools. Most of the laws require 
approximately twenty minutes per day in the elementary 
and t~o periods per week in the high schools. 
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Summary. 
Three distinct systems originated in Europe and 
developed simultaneously; the medical gymnastics devised 
by Ling and his followers; the German system of gymnast-
ics developed by Guts-Muths, Jahn and Spiess; and the 
English scheme of athletics and games fostered and devel-
oped in the universities and public schools. The Swedish 
and German systems had for their chief aim the training 
of strong self-reliant, and patriotic citizens. The 
athletics and games of England developed in response to 
the normal play instinct of English boys and men. 
TBe lack of genuine interest in physical education 
in France is traced to ideas regarding its function in 
society. First, it is historically associated with war. 
Disliking war, ,trrenchmen found the drill a necessity, but 
not a pleasure. They associated drill in physical exercises 
with their period of military service which •••Y were very 
glad to have completed. Moreover, their originality and 
individuality was repressed by drill. ~~ a heritage from 
Medieval times the modern Frenchman retains his contempt 
for education of the body. There is physical education in 
France, but nothing as extensive as the popular gymnastics 
in Germany. 
Physical education in America arose out of the life 
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of the people here. The American population ie in origin a 
transplanted people. It is quite natural, therefore, that 
in physical education the experience of the motherlands 
should have weight and bearing in determining the kind· of 
physical education to be developed and carried on. However, 
America never responded well to the formality of drills of 
semi-artificial movements of gymnastics. Instead, both 
recreation and physical training in this country was gained 
in the more natural and instinctive forme of play,~uch ae 
the va.rioue games with the ball, track athletics, rowing 
and the like. The physical traintng which became official-
ly a part of the curriculm of our schools, is essentially 
gymnastic in character. As a result of much agitation, 
many states have passed laws requiring physical training 
to be taughtbin the public ~chools. 
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Place of Physical Education. 
The people of the early American history were keen, 
bold, inventive, strong and with great endurance. They 
lived an agricultural life in the open air; wealth and 
luxury were unknown; books and educated men were rare; 
illiteracy and barbarism were the two real dangers. Life 
was simple and monotonous. The stress and strain was 
carried on by the muscular system which rested and 
recovered quickly. The boys and girls received their 
physical education by long days of dreary work in the 
field and home. 
In the twentieth century our mode of living has 
greatly changed from t~at of our ancestors. wealth and 
population have increased and man is no longer satisfied 
with simple food and rainment. Tools and machinery have 
been improved and invented; foundries and manufacturing 
plants have sprung up throughout the country; and cities 
have become crowded with constant dangers to health and 
morals. Most of the opportunities for manual labor have 
been taken away so that vocational skill and physical 
power is no longer secured on the farm. Children now 
spend nine years in school instead of three as formely, 
and are idle during vacation periods except for artific-
ally supplied activities. They are deprived of the 
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rigorous work and play in the open air when they need 
these opportunities most. This life increases their 
mental activities, but deprives them of the active 
muscular work of former times. It has brought a change of 
life that was simple and ·monotonous, for one of great 
variety and complexity. The strain which used to fall 
mainly on the muscular system, now rests on the most 
delicate parts of the nervous system, which ha.ve been 
arranged to meet the fast life of to-day. Thereis a 
lack of activity for everyone, and the nervous system 
due to the lack of circulation is undernourished. The 
only way to prevent and correct this, is to increa.se our 
physical education. The growth of cities, industrial 
development, and the rapid expansion during this period 
were factors, however in arousing the interest of educat-
ore and the public to the importance of prov,ding physical 
training for the children in the schools. The city homes 
could not furnish the necessary environment for the 
growing generation, and the need of modifying the school 
curriculum to meet the new conditions was recognized. A 
direct result of this recognition, was the organiza.tion 
of a department of hygiene and physical education in the 
public schools of mariy cities. 
In times past, however, and in our own time physical 
education has been exalted, tolerated, neglected or 
denounced. Even physical educators differ as to the aims 
and objectives of physiaal education. The old contmoversies 
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that existed between the advocates of the Swedish and the 
advocates of the German systems are now between those who 
hold to any kind of formal work and those who claim the 
great superiority of games. At one extreme are those who 
believe that formal exercise is of greater educational 
value than games, but that the latter a.re excellent for the 
maintenance of interest in the work. At the other extreme 
are those who hold that the greatest value is to be derived 
from supervi~ed play, but when facilities are not at band 
for playing or when outdoor work is not possible, then 
formal gymnastics will serve as a temporary substitute. 
Some take the middle coJTse, giving attention to both formal 
exerci ee and games~ - ~The crowding of the curriculum, however, 
has made it almost impossible to find time for a period of 
formal exercise and another for supervised play. 
Dr. Frederick Rand Rogers writes, 11 Phyeical education 
has been grossly misunderstood in the United Sta.tes, for the 
name has covered widely different programs for which have 
been claimed practically all physical, moral, and social 
objectives. Moreover, the actual program pursued has often 
seemed to disrupt school organization and ~o positiye harm 
to the physical aJnd social characters of indi vidua.l pupils. 
The most obvious criticisms of the secondary school 
physical education programs and teachers are that they are 
too much concerned with the development of non-eesential 
motor skills; that they concentrate on the produtclionrof 
h 1 games having 11 ~ e 0 highly _trained teams whic p aY . 
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no carry-over value; that emphasis is placed on the humilia-
tion of compatriots in neighboring communities; and that 
there is a lamentable concentration of interest and energy 
on athletic paragons who least need such attention, while 
those who most need interest and attention are neglected. 
It is not to be wondered at, then, that school admin-
istrators have sometimes misinterpreted tae significance 
of 'physical education' and become impatient with its 
1 
progTam and i te eupporters. 11 
"Educators generally are aware that 'health is the 
first aim of education'. But this aim has not yet become a 
positive guide to methode and programs. Particularly 
confusing to school adminetrators are the conduct and 
objectives of physical education. Are physical activities 
included in the curriculum because they promote physical 
fitness or for other reaeons1 Even physical educators and 
1 
often violently, on this fundamental queetion. 11 
"Physical education is not a subject but a method, 
which is a proper and essential educational tool every of 
2 
teacher." 
1. Rogere,Dr.Frederick Rand;The Relation of Physical 
Education to the Health aim. 'Education'-April-1933. 
2.Rogere,Dr.Frederick Rand: Educational Objectives -of 
Physical Activity. A.S.Barnee&Co; New York, 1929. 
~. Rogers, Frederick Rand; Teste and Measurements Program 
In the Redirection of Physical Education. 
Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia 
Bnivereity, New York City, 1927. 
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In J.,.William's Principles of Physical Education we 
find "An observer of physical education in America will find 
two distinct and opposing types of programs. If he goes to 
certain schools he will see activities of play, games, sports, 
dances, and national gymnastics; if he questions concerning 
this type he will leaxn that the program is organized and 
adminstered with reference to the child's biologic needs, 
instincts, amd capacities, and the childs relation to a 
growing activity. In short, he will see exemplified what may 
be called the theory of interest. 
.. 
If he goes to certain other schools he will see arti-
fical exercises of calisthenic type, conduceed in the class-
room or gymnasium, taught usually by the response- command 
method. If he asks questions concerning this type he will 
learn that in addition to exercise values that are supposed 
to be good for the child, there are certain outcomes, ,such 
as obedience, discipline, concentration, accuracy, and 
posture. In short, he will see exemplified what may be 
1 
called the theory of effort." 
Charles D.Giauque writes in the April 1933 issue of 
"Education"- Few teachers of physical education have a prog-
ram.'We have apparatus work on Monday, games on Wednesday, 
1. Williams,J.F.-Principles of Physical Education: 
W.B.Saunders Company,Philadelphia,l927. 
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swimming on Friday. Why do we need to make out a program? 
The writer of this article disagrees convincingly with 
this laissez-faire point of view.---Teaching of the so-
called academic subjects has gone far ahead of instruction 
in physical education. In the schoolroom the program is at 
present being adjusted to the needs of the individual child. 
To keep step, physical education must likewise develop a 
program designed to meet the needs of individual pupils.---
Health should be the first objective of the teacher of phy-
sical activities as well as of general education. Neither 
the teacher nor the parent has done his full share to child-
ren so far as health and physical development are concerned, 
for the present type of physical education has not met the 
needs of individuals with respect to proper body develop-
1 
ment." 
Clark W.Hetherington in a report to the National 
Educational Associa.tion writes, "Physical education is 
enormously handicapped by traditional conceptions of 
education, and by narrow prejudices about the 'physical' 
and about 'play'that are subtle survivals in American 
social psychology of ancient and discredited philoeophiee; 
1. Giauque, Charles D.-The Adaptation of Physical Education 
To Individual Needs. 'Education' April 1933. 
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viz, ascetiem with its exaltation of the mind and its 
contempt for the body; scholasticism with its exaltation 
of the intellect and its neglect of the emotions; and 
puritasiem with its e;x:alta,tion of seriousness and its 
fear and ignorance of play. The 1body 1 the 1 emotions 1 and 
1 play 1 give physical education its being. 
These prejudices, etrange as it may eeem, are 
strongest among the eo-called cultured classes. 
The prejudices and their products in educational 
organization have made many educators antagonistic or 
indifferent towe~ds physical education. They have confused 
public opinion. They have enabled selfish workers to twist 
popular movements to selfish ends. They have hampered and 
1 
discouraged practical workers." 
The above statements from the leading physical educators 
of this era, give us a fairly accurate picture of the profess-
ion, and some of the problems that must be solved. This 
picture is not as one-sided as it may appear, for great 
progress has been made during the , past few years. 11 The war 
gave a tremendous impetus t' physical education. The whole-
some ' phyeical defects disclosed by the examinations, the 
wonderful results obtained by corrective and remedial measures 
1. Hetherington,Clarke W.-The Needs of Physical Education. 
Reprint from National Educational Educational Proceedings. 
1926. 
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the wholesome effect mentally and morally as well as 
physically of the huge recreational program prescribed 
for the soldiers and sailors has left the Government 
and the public at large in a more responsive and 
receptive frame of mind. These are powerful arguments 
and various individuals and organizations have not 
1 
been slow to strike while the iron is hot." 
Physical education may well be considered an import-
ant part of the curricula of the schools throughout the 
country. Not only have thirty-five states passed laws 
requiring that physical education be included in the 
school curricula, but in addition the majority of the 
State Departments of Education have made very definite 
requirements regarding the training of teachers and 
supervisors of physical education. In some states a 
minimum requirement regarding the number of minutes per 
week to be devoted to physical education has been estab-
lished. Standardized courses of instruction in normal 
schools have been added, and the completion &i such a 
course made a requirement for graduation. 
Alexander J.Woll in an add~ess on the 'Health Work 
1. Wayman,Agnes R.-Education through Physical Education. 
Lea ! Febiger,Philadelphia,l928. 
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and Physical Education in Lynbrook' said "We have made 
much progress in Lynbrook schools from every point of 
view---About six years ago while casting about for some 
program which would include exerci~es, Mr Carter called 
the attention of the Board of Education to a book just 
issued by Dr.~rederick Rand Rogers then head of the 
health and physical education department in the State of 
New York, which was a great contribution to physical 
education in supplying a scientific method for testing 
and measur&ng the health progress of students and made 
possible the classification of students into superior, 
average and inferior groups.---Dr,Rogers agreed to spend 
a week at Lynbrook and help formulate the new program-
which he did. Out of this cooperation grew a very satis-
factory program of health work in Lynbrook schools---! 
contend that our school health program is more likely to 
discover quickly the defects in children than is the 
home---The great advantage of a program as we now have 
in Lynbrook is that it takes care of all the students 
where it properly belongs on the low group who need 
1 
health education." 'Dr .Rogers wri tea January 11,1933: 
In my opinion the physical education program at Lynbrook 
l.Woll,Alexander J.-Health Work and Physical Education 
in Lynbrook. An address by Mr.Woll a Trustee,Feb.21,1933. 
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could be followed with profit by practically every pract-
ically every physical educator in the United States, for 
·it provides an example of a near approach to the ideal ae 
physical educators, and educational adminetratore conctiv-
ed, and is about a decade ahead of the typical program 
in even lar-ger cities. • 
This type of program stands for progress. Any 
program, any method, any type of exercise, which results 
in the desired objective hae justified itself. 
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Summary. 
The problems in the United States to-day are vastly 
different from those of the nineteenth century and require 
a new approach to understand them. The steady swing of 
the population to the cities and the increasing indust-
rialization of society demand a recognition in all plans 
for adjustment of the individual to his environment. Phy-
eical education must help through training in the daily 
life activities. This can be accomplished by a statement 
of aims and objectives to which our leading physical 
educators will agree, and which can be proved to the 
adminstrators and the public. The system must include 
some plan where more attention is paid to the individual. 
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The Meeds of Physical Education. 
11 G. Stanley Hall in hie new book' Youth' wri tee 
relative to physica,l education. 
'TBe world now demands what this country has never 
had, a man who, knowing the human body, gymnastic history, 
and the various great athletic traditions of the past, 
shall study anew the whole field, as a few great leaders 
early in the last century tried to do; who shall gather 
and correlate the literature and experiences of the past 
and present with a deep sense of responsibility to the 
future; who shall examine _martinl training with all the 
inspirations, warnings and new demands; and who shall 
know how to survive the inspiration of the past animated 
by the spirit as the Turners, who were almost inflamed by 
referring back to the hardy life of the early Teutons and 
to reproduce its best features; who shall catch the spirit 
of, and make due connections with,popular sports pa4t and 
present, study both industry and education to compensate 
their debilitating effects, and he himself animated by a 
great ethical and humanistic hope and faith in a better 
f'§lture. Such a ma.n, if he ever walks the earth, will be 
the idol of youth, will know their physical secrets, will 
come almost as a savior to the bodies of men, and will, 
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like Jahn, feel his calling and work sacred, and his 
institution a temple in which every physical act will · 
1 
be for the sake of the soul." Physical education needs 
not one, but many such men. 
Miss Wayman writes "Physical education seeme to 
have at present four big needs. 
1. A more intelligent program of activities, 
more intelligently adminstered with proper emphasis 
upon preventive and remedial measures. 
2; A more educational attitude towamd phyeical 
education among physical educators and physical directore 
and educators in general. 
3. A keener realization on the part of the 
public, governments and institutions of the real value 
and needs of phyeical education. 
4. A more active promotion of phyeical education 
and recreational programs-more advertising, greater 
2 
endeavor to 11 sell" physical education. tt 
Mr J.F.Williams says "The outstanding need in phys-
ical education is adequate professional training, education 
3 
in principles, values a.nd meaning. 11 
While Clarke W. Hetherington, writes "The needs and 
1&2. Wayman,Agnes R.-Education through Physical Education. 
Lea & Febiger, Philadelphia, 1928. 
3. Williams,J.F.- Principles of Physical Education. 
W.B.Saunders Company, Philadelphia, 1927. 
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problems of physical education are of four classes: 
1. The need of an interpretation of physical 
education and a statement of its objectives; 
2. The need of a scientifically formulated 
program of physical education that school men and the 
public may recognize as standa.rd; 
3. The need of a promotional campaign to develop 
a supporting public opinion that will make it possible 
for professional workers to execute the program and 
achieve its -objectives. 
4. The need of a standard university professional 
education that will produce an adequate supply of compet-
1 
ent leaders who can organize and conduct the program." 
In the statement of needs by these three well known 
physical educators, no mention was made of a measuring 
program •. If a sound measuring progre..m is used, all the 
above needs will be taken care of, provided, the measur-
ing program is understood by those adminstering it, and 
effort applied. Definite objectives will be fulfilled; 
scientifically formulated programs arranged; competen• 
teachers will be used; and the public can be informed of 
1. Hetherington, Clarke W. The Needs of Physical Education: 
Reprint from National Educational Proceedings. 1926. 
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the progress being made. Such a program has been in the 
Lynbrook N.Y. schools for the past six years. Mr Woll in 
his address said," Let me now tell you just what the 
Rogers Physical Fitness teet is. Every boy and girl from 
the eighth grade through the high school is examined by 
the school doctor, nurse, and head of the Physical Education 
department. Mr Carter has card index records of each 
of these students for the past four years. On each card 
is recorded the date of the examination, the age weight 
and height of the child, and then follows the results of 
his or her tests. Their strength is recorded by the number 
of times they can pull up their own weight on suspended 
rings, the number of times they can push up their weight 
on parallel bars, which indicates their arm strength. The 
strength of the legs and back is learned from a machine 
with a handle on which they pull, the strength of the left 
and right grip is learned from a small machine with springs 
and indicator. The capacity of the lunge is registered by 
a tank with hose attachment through which the student blows. 
All of these tests when totaled give us the ltrength Index 
of each child, and against each score we have a table of 
the Normal Strength Index at any given age for boys and 
girls, so that we know at once whether the child is 100 
pe·r-cent or better or 1 s below normal. If below normal, 
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we immediately seek the cause with the doctor's help. 
These tests have been proven to locate many defects in 
the health 9f a child even where the usual examination 
of a physician has shown nothing unusual. An examination 
of the students is made at least once each school year 
and in many cases twice. 
All those who register 100% and more, need no 
special attention. They carry on their physical activities 
after school hours on the school fieldet. or playing 
indoor games and sports .under the direction of school 
faculties and student leadership, in the various groups. 
Among these after scho.ol activities we have foot-ball 
baseball, tennis, running and track events, swimming, 
skating, hiking, bouling,horsemanship, bicycle riding, 
fencing, golf, handball, and boxing. Seventy-five percent 
of the students participate in these activities without 
loss of time in their class room studies. Twenty-five 
percent belong to yhe low group, below 100% in their 
tests. These are graded according to their special needs. 
Some need mild, some normal and others intensive activit-
ies which necessitates their coming to the gymnasium and 
corrective room each day for a period for special 
exercasee, some of which a~e given by direction of the 
family physician or school doctor. In thie low group we 
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have cases of heart trouble, orthopedic deformities, 
overweight and underweight, organic or functional dis-
orders, hygienic and postural corrections. This new p 
physical education program is much broader than merely 
building for big muscles or athletic skill. It aims to 
train in habits and skill which build for health, happi-
ness and efficiency, now, and later life. Health habits 
cannot be preached; the child must practice them as a 
part of his schene of living. They must be vital to the 
things he wants to do, and nothing is closer to his 
heart than his games. To achieve in these fields, the 
boy or girl will submit to rigid rules of health that 
really become a part of their living. 
The great advantage of a program as we now ha,ve in 
Lynbrook is that it takes care of all of the students and 
lays the greatest stress where it properly belongs, on 
1 
the low group who need health education. 11 
In May 1932 a similar system was organized by 
Dr. Rogers in the Quincy, Massachusetts public schools. 
11 What I should like to emphasize more than any other 
thing during the year 1930 is more attention to the 
individual. What is required is a system of education 
which shall encourage boys and girls to teach themselves 
1. Wall, Alexander J.,-Health Work and P1ysioal Education 
in Lynbrook. An address by Mr.Woll a Trustee, Feb.21,1933. 
• 
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a system calculated to foster the child's curosity; to make 
the desire for knowledge-an habitual desire; and above all 
to familiarize each child with the best methods of 
acquiring it by hie eff&rts." The above statement from 
the annual report of Superintendent James N. Muir for 
the y_ear 1929 is the keynote around which this new program 
of health and physical education is built,i.e. individual 
neede. 
Mr Whiting writes, 11 Among educational objectives we 
find that health is paramount; moreover physical education 
activities inevitably and vitally affect health. There-
fore health ratings are primary in: pupil classification 
for physical activities. 
The general objectives of the program are to meet 
more effectively the individual needs of the pupils, to 
improve physical fitness, to remove handicaps, to promote 
social development, and to render pupils more indepen-
dent of adult supervision. 
In order to secure the best results it was necess-
ary to reorganize the old program of physical education 
and to adjust the new one to the needs of the individual 
pupil instead of programs adapted to a hypothetical 
average which actually meets the needs of but few while 
over-developing the most fit and neglecting those who 
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most need attention---One important factor in the work 
is the opportunity for increased intra-mural activity-- -
The marked increase in cooperative spirit among staff 
members is outstanding---all working together for the 
advancement of the new program---A whole volume could 
be written on this subject because of its vital interest 
and value to our growing boys and girls. It . would be 
hard to find a better medium through which, by objective 
mea surement, real progress can be made in health and 
physical education---With these increased health values 
will come, as a natural outgrouth, a definite increase 
in individual responsibility---a willingness to assume 
1 
obligations and to learn by doing. 11 
"Whoever imbarks upon a program of education must 
assume the burden of defining goals and utilizing 
measuring processes to determine both the status and 
progress of pupils toward the desired objectives. Moreover ; 
the more definite are the goals the more valid and reli-
able may be the measueements. The greater the accuracy 
of measurement the more surely and rapidly will the 
educator succeed in his work. Measurement thus becomes 
1. Whiting, William H.,-New Public School Physical Education 
Procedures in Quincy Massachueette. 1 Education 1 April 1933. 
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an indispensable technique of education; a_nd education takee 
on a scientific aspect and is deserving of increased 
public support as measurements become more accurate as 
well as mor appropriate. 
The propriety of physical capacity teste in ppyei-
cal education has been established by research, but 
their value in any practical school program depends 
on the men and women who adminster them. The best testing 
program will fail, and the best physical education prog-
ram with it, if measurements are not conducted with pain-
staking care and unremitting vigilence.-- When determ-
ined by techimcally well trained and physically strong 
specialists the Physical Fitness Index is one of the 
1 
most reliable indices in educational use." 
1. Rogers, Dr. Frederick Rand: - Physica.l Capacity Teste. 
A.S.Barnes & Oo. New York, 1931. 
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summary. 
The needs of the United States in Physical education 
are not to be met by a gymnastic system from foreign soil 
that arose in response to political, social, military, 
and economic needs of a different order. We need an inter-
pretation of physical education; a new program that school 
men and public may recognize as standard; a standard 
university professional education that will produce 
adequate leaders; and a promotional campaign to develop 
a supporting public. 
The success of the program in physical training 
depends as muvh, however, on its organization in the 
school as on the selection of the activities. The Rogers 
system as carried on in the ~ynbrook,N.Y., and Quincy, 
Massachusetts schools, very nearly approaches the ideal 
as conceived by leading educational adminstrators as 
well as physical educators. 
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Summary. 
In ancient Greece there were two strongly contrasted 
types of education, unlike in aim and method. The Spartan 
type had discipline for its key-note and aimed to produce 
a citizen- warrior. The other and much broader type was 
the Athenian,yhich became more and more the dominant one 
throughout Greece. It regarded the individual as valuable 
in and for himself, and sought to promote first of all his 
full and free development. 
Gymnastics and mueic were accorded a large and impoP 
tant place in the educational program, the former trained 
primarily the body and the will, the latter developed 
the intellect and the emotions. Thus mind and body were 
to be .educated together and the end was individual comp-
leteness and harmony of parts. In the breadth and variety 
of its aims, the completeness of its development as a 
national institution, and its abiding influence upon 
succeeding generations, ~reek physical education has no 
parallel. 
Three distinct systems originated in Europe and 
developed simultaneously; the Swedish system of education-
a.l, military and medical gymnastics devised by Ling and 
his followers; the German system of gymnastics developed 
v 
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byGuts-Muthe, Jahn and Spiess; and the British sch~me of 
athletics and games fostered and developed in the univer-
sities and public schools. The Swedish and German systems 
had for their chief aim the training of strong, self-
reliant, and patriotic citizens. The athletics and games 
of England developed in response to the normal play 
instinct of English boys and young men. These national 
schemes for physical education have survived to the 
present day and spread to many lands. 
Definite attempts to conserve and to develop health 
and power within the educational system are seen in the 
promotion of gymnastics, athletics, games, sports, organ-
ized play and in other institutions which serve youth. 
Many factors operated to create this present interest in 
muscular activity. First was the general realization of 
the lessened physical efficiency of city dwellers and 
appreciation of th~ causes. The sudden shift of population 
from country to city that characterized the last seventy-
five years had produced an unaccustomed congestion. This 
in turn restricted the play spaces, practically abolished 
the national and racially old play activities of hunting, 
fishing, swimmimg and the like, as well as the manual 
labors of farming and hand manufacture. The introduction 
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of labor-saving devices, rapid traneit, machinery, 
sedentary forme of work and of amusement, all had part 
in changing the character of the act·ivi ties of life 
from being predominently muscular, as in all past ages 
of the race, to sedentary ones in which the expenditure 
was chiefly nervous. 
Evidence of physical deterioration in all civilized 
countries, due to modern life, was acculumated when the 
results of the medical examinations of the British volun-
teers for army service in the Boer war emphasized a 
situation alarming to the race. 
In Europe the military tendencies and the national 
characteristics of other natiohs than the British, led tham 
to emphasize drills, mass exercises and heavy gymnastics 
rather than athletics and sports. Great benefits were 
derived from such training in terms of health, improved 
physique and discipline. The more individualistic Anglo-
Saxon, both in England and in America, never responded 
well to the formality of drills of semi-military character, 
to mass exercises by command, or to the artifical movements 
of gymnastics. Instead, both recreation and physical train-
ing in these countries commonly were gained in the more 
natural and instinctive forms of play such as the various 
games with the ball,track, athletics, rowing and the like. 
The main difference between gymnastics and athletics, 
however, is one of aim. The aim of gymnastics is discipline 
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or training for its effect upon the health, normal 
development, and general efficiency of the individual. 
The chief aim of athletics is pleasurable activity for 
the sake of recreation. While the characteristic aims of 
gymnastics and athletics are essentially different, some 
of the most important results of physical training are 
secured from both forme of activity. Therefore, we have 
a need for a unoversal and systematically organized 
course of physical education in our schools. The aims 
and objectives must be agreed upon and followed. 
In order to have as near an approach to the ideal 
program we must, therefore, have included in our system 
the following: 
1. Health must be the paramount objective, as 
physical education vitally affec ts health. 
2. Measurements: 
a. There must be a medical examination, to 
determine the need for modi fied programs. 
b. Rogers Physical Fitness Teet-To determine 
the need for modified activity programs. 
3. Classification: According to their physical 
fitness and needs. 
4. Rearrangement of programs: To accomodate the 
students according to their needs. 
5. Re-measurement: To determine the progress. 
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